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<The Press Conference Accusing Seokhee Son, President of JTBC>

In order to establish the constitutionalism and justice of the Republic of Korea in the right way;
In the names of 5,989 patriotic people, we accuse Seokhee Son, President of JTBC of committing an 
illegal fabrication related to the tablet PC for thorough investigation and strict punishment.

My fellow citizens!

Today, our patriotic people would like to submit a bill of indictment to the prosecution and the judiciary 
of the Republic of Korea to secure the rule of law and justice in Korea through thorough investigations 
and strict punishment on Seokhee Son’s tablet PC report, which played a crucial role in impeaching and 
arresting president Geunhye Park illegally. 

On October 24, 2016, about a year ago, Seokhee Son, President of JTBC news reporting division reported 
that he had discovered an unidentified PC. He concluded that the PC was Sun-sil Choi’s, saying that it 
was the evidence of her involvement in the state affairs. But he did not explain clearly as to how he 
found the PC and whether the PC is a kind of USB or a sort of desktop PC or a kind of tablet PC.

JTBC did not explain why this stuff had changed from PC to Tablet PC, how the secret pattern of the 
tablet PC had been known, how the documents had been corrected with a tablet PC that can not be 
edited, how the phone call had been made with the tablet PC that can not be called. Without having any 
proper explanation, JTBC poured out a lot of false reports.

Seokhee Son’s tablet PC report became the starting point of public opinion, leading to the false 
candlelight rallies and finally to the illegal and fraudulent impeachment of President Geunhye Park.

However, the prosecution's forensic report on JTBC's tablet PC, which was opened just a year later, was 
shocking. Rather than being a crucial evidence of the monopolization of the state affairs,  the court did 
not accept it even as evidence. It shows only the evidence that the candlelight rallies and impeachment 
that had shaken the Republic of Korea were illegal. In short, the JTBC tablet PC was an empty can and it 
was a ghost story which made people fools. Only their fabrication was revealed.

Having seen the prosecution's forensic report, Hye-won Shin, a real user who actually used it at the 
presidential camp, declared her conscience with her testimony. Some media are reporting the true story 
continuously.  

Unlike JTBC report, a user name called ‘Sun-sang-nym or Sir’of KakaoTalk in the Tablet PC was not 
Soon-sil Choi but Han-soo Kim, the administrator of the Blue House. The e-mail ID ‘Yeonee' was not 
‘Yeon’of ‘Yooyeon Jeong’ but the name of Byung-hun Lee’s daughter.
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Seokhee Son’s tablet PC report of JTBC was manipulated and fake. The majority of the people began to 
recognize it, and the fact that Geunhye Park’s impeachment was illegal and manipulated is fueling the 
public opinion just like a snowball. Nevertheless, JTBC is continuously broadcasting false reports that 
make people suspicious without revealing the truth.

Therefore, We submit a bill of indictment to the prosecution and the judiciary of the Republic of Korea 
in the name of the patriotic people to investigate how JTBC fabricated the tablet PC and instigated people 
in relation to Seokhee Son’s tablet PC report, which played a crucial role in impeaching and arresting 
president Geunhye Park illegally.

Especially, though the number of the cell phone that received the approval number related to the 
opening of KakaoTalk was confirmed and the prosecution's forensic report came out, the prosecution 
and JTBC have completely hidden this number. It is obviously neglect of duty, destruction of evidence, 
and concealment of crime.

In the meantime, JTBC has reported differently about how they acquired the tablet PC whenever its 
reporters were changed. 

In light of the "truthful testimony is consistent",  it is clear that JTBC and its President, Seokhee Son are 
lying continuously about the process of the tablet PC acquisition and its process is also not lawful .

In the light of the law excluding evidence which was collected illegally according to the Criminal 
Procedure Act, it is obvious that if the collection procedure is not justified, it can not be used as 
evidence.

In particular, JTBC and its President Seokhee Son abandoned the most basic attitude of journalists for 
political neutrality and fairness, and carried out "evil reporting" and "illegal reporting".

The prosecution of the Republic of Korea must correct 'the distorted legalism' that is strict to the falling 
power like an autumn frost but is generous to the rising power like a spring breeze.
The prosecution of the Republic of Korea must establish the plain truth of the law that everyone is equal 
before the law as a practical norm, not just words.

Even now, the prosecution will have to take the lead in restoring the rule of law that has been 
thoroughly damaged by power and public opinion.  To investigate and punish president of JTBC,  
Seokhee Son, will be a touchstone of the beginning.

Right now, the Republic of Korea is occupied by various committees as
armband units for the revolution of the Leftists in the government ministries,  various social 
organizations,  and the Blue House or Cheong Wa Dae.
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The lives and safety of the people are defied, and they make the people uneasy by the lax security 
policy. Through the President of U.S.A., Donald J. Trump 's visit to Korea, the US - Korea alliance and 
the sanctions against North Korea should be reinforced.
Nevertheless, the present administration looks on without any proper response in spite of the candlelight 
power's anti-Trump rallies.

Without any evidence that  the former president, Park received a penny of money,  she has been 
persecuted by political reprisals and human rights violations for political purposes.

I and 5 million patriotic comrades will fight to the end against the brutal and cruel regime which has 
done illegal and fraudulent impeachment, and murderous human rights violations.

 The departure is a fair investigation and judgment on JTBC and its president,  Seokhee Son who have  
made false reports and evil slanders shamelessly.

The truth related to Seokhee Son's tablet PC that has created a murderous political retaliatory regime 
and a brutal left-wing regime should be revealed. The price of their evil behavior will be  paid for.

The prosecution and the judiciary must thoroughly disclose the crimes committed by JTBC and its 
President Seokhee Son through  objective and fair investigation based on evidence and facts. In addition, 
We request in the names of all patriotic people that they should correct the fraudulent impeachment and 
the unfair arrest and trial on President Geunhye Park.

1. Jaein Moon's administration, the prosecution, and  the judiciary thoroughly and fairly should 
investigate President of JTBC, Seokhee Son and his tablet PC which provided the crucial cause of illegal 
impeachment, fraudulent impeachment, and illegal detention.

2. Jaein Moon's administration, the prosecution, and  the judiciary should immediately keep President of 
JTBC,  Seokhee Son  in custody who violated the broadcasting law and who brought disgrace on her by 
disseminating false facts and falsified evidence in the process of  Geunhye Park's impeachment and trial.

3. Jaein Moon's administration, the prosecution, and  the judiciary should stop the political retaliation 
trial and the murderous human rights repression trial.

4. Jaein Moon's administration, the prosecution, and  the judiciary should immediately release the 
innocent President Geunhye Park.

By Wonjin Cho, Co-Representative of the Korean Patriots Party and 5,989 other people
November 6, 2017
These are the lists of names, telephone numbers, resident registration numbers,  addresses, and 
signatures of 5,989 people.
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This afternoon we will submit these lists in the names of 5,989 people to the courthouse to accuse 
Seokhee Son, President of JTBC.

영문번역: 유병구(대한애국당 홍보공보위원)


